
  

High Falls on the Namekagon - a destroyed canoe and lessons learned
by Bryan Whitehead

The gathering plans had worked themselves out - but as usual 
with lots of wrinkles and complications. My old friend Steve - 
a seasoned old school woodsman - knew of an outstanding 
fishing campsite which he had frequented years earlier. The 
location was on the Namakagon River, somewhat west of 
Quetico Park's boundary. The directions as always with Steve 
were a bit hazy - a problem made more acute since we were 
going up separately a day or so apart. I was driving a 
borrowed van filled with my sons and another couple of boys... and was given the task of 
driving up from Minneapolis overnight after picking up an retired gentleman whom I had 
never met. My passenger was to be Bob, who was a pretty elderly retired Cargill Senior 
executive and lifelong friend and mentor of my buddy. After some trial and error we found 
his Central Minnesota summer home on a small lake, added his well worn and carefully 
packed Duluth pack to our load and headed north. 

June 7, 1997

I set the boys up with a portable VCR and television that was powered by the 12 volt 
outlet. This is actually a pretty good way to keep a group of preteens quiet and occupied as 
we augured Northward thru the darkening fields and forests. The van was very heavily 
loaded and included a full roof rack with an amazing collection of stuff bungee corded and 
tied into place. The only time this additional load became a concern was when I narrowly 
missed a wandering deer on the dark highway south of International Falls. The locked 
brakes brought the weighty van to a screeching halt just a few feet from the yearling. A 
deer in the headlights indeed - I was worried that if the van didn't kill him the stove flying 
off the overhead rack might! 

Dawn came after we crossed the border. We stopped to buy licenses and camping permits, 
bought some coffee in the early light and rolled on. Now, to say that the directions became 
more vague would be an understatement. I watched the odometer carefully. When we were 
close to 100 miles out of from Ft. Francis, I squinted and looked for a gravel road which 
should appear to my right. The problem was that there were numerous gravel roads 
leaving the asphalt to the right - to my eyes all looked identical. Bob - the friend we picked 
up however had been to this spot many times over his 70 some years. Based on his 
recollection, I turned and started down a dirt road that seemed to have no end. Mile after 
mile of washboarded dirt and gravel passed under the tires. The kids snoozed on as Bob 
calmly watched the trees slip past. I had absolutely no confidence that we were even in the 
right part of Canada... much less on the right unmarked gravel road. Bob was calmly 
unconcerned. I glanced over occasionally to make sure he was still awake. Forty miles or so 
of the rough gravel road faded to a boggy trail with two tire tracks marking the way 
through the groves of trees and vast wetlands. The oil pan occasionally bottomed out as I 
kept the van moving, fearful that if I stopped we'd never get it out of the sucking mud. 
AAA (CAA?) almost certainly wouldn't respond to a call, even if my cell phone had a signal- 
which it didn't. The speed we now traveled at was barely over walking pace. The open 
windows brought in dozens of ravenous mosquitoes which awakened the boys who began 
asking for breakfast as they swatted the bugs. 
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The only reassuring thing I could see at this point was that some other vehicle had recently 
been down this same trail. As my friend had decided to go ahead of us, I was marginally 
hopeful that these were his tire tracks. 

Fuel now became more of a concern as I glanced down at the gauge. If I turned around 
now I'd probably still have enough gas to get back to the hard road assuming I could turn 
around. Which I couldn't. 

Suddenly we came to a slightly elevated clearing with an ancient tarpaper hunting shack 
visible through the trees. There sat Steve's van, muddy, and scratched - with the empty 
canoe trailer behind it. We'd come to the right place. Since we had no canoes, and the base 
camp was well up the river, we'd previously agreed that Steve would meet us at the river's 
edge at 8:00AM. 

We had, incredibly, arrived early. It was about 7:00AM when we climbed out of our muddy 
and heavily loaded van. We were greeted by billions of starving mosquitoes which swarmed 
up from the river we could hear rushing below. 

Bug dope was distributed and applied with minimal effect as we began to unload the 
astonishing amount of gear. Heavy Duluth packs bulging with heaven knows what inside 
were carried down the rise and piled by the river's edge. A complete cast iron five burner 
propane stove with detachable legs and a full 5 gallon propane pack came down from the 
roof rack. Coolers were unloaded and rods carriers laid on the ground. The mountain of 
gear grew and threatened to topple into the rushing river. 

By now it was a bit past 8:00AM, and my friend was still nowhere to be seen. The bugs 
became worse as they had evidently called their first and second cousins and still more of 
them joined the feast. Standing around to be eaten alive seemed to be a poor option. 
Suddenly 'ol Bob called out. Astonishingly, the Canadian Provincial authorities had stashed 
an overturned aluminum canoe in the weeds along the shore. Why it was there is a 
mystery that we couldn't solve. Had they stashed canoes every mile along the river? Why 
was this obviously official craft - with all the proper badges and markings - here? Should 
we, could we, "borrow" it for a few minutes? 

Another wave of bugs gave us the answer. With a grunt we extracted the government 
canoe from the brush and floated it next to the gear. We loaded the three boys, Bob and 
me and began to paddle slowly - very slowly - up river to the promised campsite. I say 
slowly, because our Canadian friends didn't deign to leave us paddles and we didn't have 
any since Steve brought the canoes up. The excess energy the boys had was soon worn off 
as they paddled by leaning over the side and working our way up one hand at a time. A 
mile or so passed slowly as we "swam" the canoe upstream. 

Mercifully, the sound of a small outboard was heard and Steve careened into sight. 
Parachute cords were attached to our canoe and within 30 minutes we were towed up to 
the High Falls fishing camp site. This island campsite had been a base for fishing trips for 
probably dozens (if not hundreds?) of years. Rusty nails were in place and someone long 
ago had built a rudimentary kitchen area with split and planed logs nailed into place. The 
tarp was unrolled and within ten minutes the crew - which now with the addition of our 
crew numbered five adults and six boys - had engineered the flapping tarp into a 
reasonable eating shelter. 
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My friend's canoe was sent back to get the gear with two canoes in tow behind the five 
horse outboard. 'Ol Bob showed us how to rig a yoke under the canoe to eliminate the 
darting and weaving so often associated with towed canoes. His woodcraft and experience 
of decades of Canadian camping proved to be useful on many occasions. 

45 minutes or so later, the straining engine was again heard and two heavily laden canoes 
were pulled onto shore. (The borrowed Provincial canoe had been returned to its resting 
spot under the trees) 

Our contribution to the base camp gear now provided us with 4 coolers packed with ice, 
steaks, eggs, thick sliced bacon, and more. Old banana boxes were opened to display a half 
a dozen two liter bottles of soda, several bags of russet potatoes, rice, pancake mix, 
cooking oil, loaves of fresh bread, boxes of cereal, cocoa mix, instant dessert mix, gallons of 
milk, pots, pans, griddles and lids. That was just what I could see on the top layer. 

The portable stove was set up and the propane tank was attached. Tents sprang up and 
sleeping bags were unrolled. 

Huge plastic tubes disgorged uncounted rods and reels, all of which were set up in a 
matter of minutes. Just then the wind shifted and I could now hear the falls which had to 
be over a mile away. 

Breakfast was quickly prepared - several pounds of bacon, three dozen eggs and a box of 
pancake mix were used as two full sized heavy aluminum griddles were laid across the 
roaring five burner stove. 

As we cleaned up I noticed that the murderous mosquitoes were completely absent from 
this windy river island site and the bright sun was rapidly warming the day into the mid 
70sF. 

Soon we got our fishing gear ready and headed to the canoes. 
Each of the five canoes had an old 3 or 5 hp. outboard 
attached. Extra premixed bottles of fuel were tossed into the 
aluminum canoes and we headed upstream to the roaring 
falls, fishing poles cocked and ready. 

High Falls is a really big waterfall. (My pictures somehow 
shrink it by at least 60%.) We approached it from 
downstream, landing our boats well out of the turbulent pool at the base of the falls. The 
smooth water of the Namekagon bent and shattered as it crashed onto the rocks - the 
height of the falls appeared to be at least 35-40 feet high - Broad, rushing and powerful, 
this was nothing to be trifled with. 

The fishing that early June day was nothing short of amazing. All fishermen - from 70 
something Bob to my eight year old son caught walleyes and bass on almost every cast. 
Floating raps seemed to be the bait of choice Even a short cast into the boiling pool 
produced a keeper sized walleye. I spent much of my time taking fish off hooks and placing 
them into a floating mesh basket for safe keeping. Soon I walked over to the basket and 
began to release the few smallmouths we'd caught to make more room for still more 
walleyes. 
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Soon we'd caught as many fish as we could reasonably keep and eat. My friend Steve sat 
down and after sharpening his filet knife, made short work of the catch. Filets were placed 
in a bucket of cold water and we headed back to camp for a walleye lunch. 

As I'd been up for 30 hours or more at this point, I took a nap as Steve fried up potatoes 
and fillets. All of us ate our fill and washed down the feast with bottles of soda with chunks 
of ice in the cups. 

That afternoon we returned to the falls at around dusk. The fishing - if this were possible - 
got even better. This time one of the older boys landed a monster Northern - 40" at least. 
The Northern had hit the jointed Rap so hard that we had to use a side cutter and cut the 
hooks off reaching through the gills. We moved this monster back and forth in the water 
until it recovered and took off with an angry swish of its tail. 

We returned to camp in the gathering dusk and damp. I think all the boys and their 
fathers were asleep, lulled by the distant falls, in a matter of minutes. 

I awoke to the sound of Steve starting breakfast over the kitchen stove. Bacon, walleye 
fillets prepared in bacon grease and scrambled eggs chased down by cocoa and coffee were 
the order of the day. 

June 8, 1997

We headed en masse over to the falls again, but it was pretty obvious that the lure of even 
great fishing was fading for the boys. Horseplay was somewhat supervised as the boys 
flushed out a large black and yellow snake and carefully watched it return to its log home. 

I took my rod and a large 6" floating Rap and worked my way along the boulders lining the 
roiling pool seeking even bigger prey closer to the base of the falls. Several hours of fishing 
produced only a 30" Northern, so I returned to try and supervise the boys. We had our 
practical limit, so we loaded up in the canoes and returned to base for lunch. 

As I may have mentioned in a previous story, no expedition with Steve is complete without 
a brush or two with death. 

Back at camp Steve announced that there was another branch of the river that flowed to 
the North of the main falls. This smaller branch had dozens of small rapids and falls and 
would make for a great afternoon adventure for the team. We cleaned up the dishes and 
headed back up stream to the roaring falls. This time we landed to the right of the falls 
and stashed the motors and fuel in the brush. We carried the old aluminum canoes up the 
steep portage trail and got them ready to be launched. Equipped now with only paddles, 
the fathers took this launch very seriously as we briskly paddled away from the dangerous 
brink of High Falls and into the quiet waters along the shore. 

A mile or so of paddling brought us to the mouth of the smaller fast running tributary. 
Paddles dug in and with whoops and calls we moved down a series of small rapids, always 
gathering in the pools below the rapids to do a head count and for check for damage to our 
aluminum canoes before proceeding further. 

After probably five small rapids - Class one or less - we were feeling pretty cocky. Steve 
looked downstream and scratched his head. "You know, I haven't been down this stretch 
for years. Why don't I go ahead and scout out the next rapids first?" With a push Steve 
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and his Grumman, with his ten year old son and another boy as passengers, headed down 
stream. We watched his canoe grow smaller as he paddled down past increasingly steep 
rock walls. Suddenly he vanished from view. We continued our chatting... not too worried, 
but the concern grew as the minutes passed. 

Forty five minutes later Steve appeared out of the dense woods by our canoes. He was 
soaked, and had a wet and bedraggled boy in each hand. 

"How's it look?" one of the fathers asked hopefully. 

"Ummm we've got a problem" Steve responded. "I remembered that there was a small 
waterfalls, but the current picked up and, well... I swamped the canoe, and it's still there." 

Evidently as the canoe gathered momentum, he told the youngest boy the no matter what, 
he was to stay with the canoe. Good instructions, but this canoe went completely under 
with thousands of cubic feet of water poring into and through it! 

Steve had somehow been able to grab the small boy and haul him out by his PFD. He then 
dragged the boy and his son over to the steep, wet mossy rock walls and they amazingly 
found handholds and pulled themselves out of the torrent. 

Now we had a problem. 

The remaining fathers and boys portaged and dragged - bushwacked actually - the canoes 
through the thick brush for probably 200 yards eventually breaking through to daylight at 
the pool below the waterfalls - and submerged canoe.

Can you see the canoe? Hint, look just to the right of center 
and you can see the registration sticker. 

The dads and older boys stood around respectfully and looked 
at the canoe. Ideas started flowing. First we grabbed light 
poly parachute lines, had Steve wade out to the canoe in 
thigh deep rapids and fast these three lines on to the forward 
thwart. Three fathers then waded into the pool and tried to 
pull the canoe out on the count of three. Of course, it didn't even budge. 

We then went across the pool below the falls and brought back a birch log, nicely nipped to 
size by a beaver years earlier. The log was probably eight feet long with a 4-5 inch 
diameter. Steve and I waded into the rushing rapids above the canoe and tried to pry the 
canoe out with the leverage afforded by the beaver wood. The canoe didn't even budge 
...but we did manage to break the log. 

We'd reached an impasse. The sun was setting and we decided to leave the canoe right 
where it was (as if we had any choices at this point) and return the next day to work on 
extracting it. The boys, at any rate, were having a grand time watching us work to raise 
the sunken boat. 

We consolidated our passengers and with an additional duffer in three of the boats, we 
paddled down the rest of the river without incident, taking an hour or so to retrieve our 
motors and return to our base camp. 
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The sound of the falls woke me up. Either the wind had shifted the evening before... or 
there was now more water flowing down the Namakagon. 

June 9, 1997

We fixed and ate breakfast quietly as the fathers further puzzled and plotted on how to get 
the boat out. A core problem was that we didn't have any line heavier than parachute cord 
- no match for this problem! Suddenly one of the boys pointed out that we had visitors. 
Sure enough, there in the canoe we had borrowed a couple of days earlier, were two 
Canadian Provincial rangers. They hailed us and pulled their canoe up on shore. 

How had they even found us? I mean we were absolutely in the middle of nowhere and 
these guys checking our permits and fishing licenses were in full uniforms! (Talk about way 
too much government!) 

However, they were nice enough, and Bob regaled them with the stories about when he 
was on this same river back in the 1940s encountering and trading with Indian villagers for 
food. Bob apparently traded fish hooks and line for whatever fish and berries the Indians 
had to exchange. 

Our permits and licenses passed muster and the officials returned to their canoes. (Not a 
word was mentioned about the American canoe submerged in a Provincial river a few miles 
hence.) 

Soon we loaded up the remaining canoes and added a full sized chain saw. Steve had 
actually brought along a large bar chain saw in one of the heavy Duluth packs. No wonder 
it was painfully heavy! 

We retraced our path of the day before and soon were facing the sunken Grumman again. 
Steve headed up stream and soon we heard the chainsaw roaring and a 35' pine toppled 
into the forest. Working quickly he stripped off the branches. We then rolled the trunk 
down into the river. Four of the fathers walked and floated this tall pine down to the canoe. 
I submerged the butt end of the tree under the canoe and we let it slide a couple of feet 
under the keel. Standing waist deep in the rushing water - it was noticeably deeper than 
the day before - we tried to get firm footing as we hoisted the end of the trunk up and up, 
shifting our collective footing to increase the leverage. 

We succeeded in seriously actually bending this tree trunk as we applied more and more 
force. Finally I looked at my friends and shouted "If any one of us slips right now, he will go 
under this canoe and stay there. All we'll be able to tell the RCMP is where the body is!" 

We lowered the tree trunk and let it float over the canoe and into the pool below. 

We sat in the sun drying off despondently. "Steve, the only thing to do is to go out, scrape 
off the registration stickers and leave it here" I said. "To continue this madness is to get 
someone killed." 

Steve thought this over... probably not the first time- and rejected the notion. "With my 
luck they'll trace me through the serial number and I'll get an invoice for $15,000 to have 
it flown out by helicopter." 

We thought further and resifted our options. Finally I told Steve that the only tool I know 
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of that would absolutely work would be a heavy duty ratcheting "come-along". (I was 
reasonably sure he didn't have one of these in another Duluth Pack, but I wasn't positive.) 

Steve confirmed that this was one item he hadn't brought. We calculated that a round trip 
from our base camp to Ft. Francis to buy or rent such a device would be a 6-8 hour trek. 
Steve agreed to be the guy to make that trip, so we returned to camp and more great 
fishing, leaving the canoe precisely where it had been for the last 48 hours. 

Steve left early - pushing off into the current and firing up his outboard. I expected him 
back by late afternoon... if everything went as planned. 

June 10, 1997

Imagine my surprise when he returned to camp just a couple of hours later. Steve had 
encountered a road maintenance crew back on the washboarded gravel road and somehow 
convinced them to lend him a "come along". He grinned and lifted a truly industrial 
strength device complete with stainless cable and heavy duty hardware out of the canoe. 

This was going to be a show. We talked the boys once again into retracing our route up to 
and around the falls and down river to the submerged canoe. We portaged thru the woods 
on the path we'd created over the last several days and launched the remaining canoes in 
the pool below the sunken canoe. 

We went to work, slipping heavy duty webbing around the forward thwart, attaching it to 
the come along and looping the other end around a suitable piece of Canadian shield rock. 
I moved the boys and fathers back out of harm's way as Steve began to incrementally 
increase the pull on the canoe by clicking thru the ratchet teeth. My primary concern was 
that the tons of pressure we were exerting on the thwart would either pop the canoe out or 
pull off the thwart, snapping the webbing back toward us. 

Still Steve cranked, sweat breaking out on his brow. Click, 
click went the lever as the cable popped and twisted in the 
hot sun. 

I had no idea of how much force we were exerting, but had 
resigned myself to the fact that even an aluminum Grumman 
couldn't have survived this beating for 72 hours and it was 
probably permanently damaged already. 

My Grandfather had once told me that there are no hard jobs, just jobs done with the 
wrong tools. This adage proved to be true as the canoe suddenly shifted, and washed out 
of its trap. 

We quickly floated the craft over to the landing area. The damage was - well - extensive. 

The side was stove in and the aluminum had split. Some rivets had popped, perhaps from 
the various rescue techniques we had employed. 

Worked quickly, we ascertained that even though it leaked and couldn't track, with the 
flotation chambers intact it would actually float. Sort of. 
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Two of the older boys gleefully volunteered to paddle this sinking wreck back to camp. 
They slowly floated and paddled this old warhorse on it's last trip. The boys rested on a 
mid stream island where someone had decades ago hung a swinging rope off of a tree. 
While a few of us went upstream to retrieve the stashed motors, they occupied themselves 
with swinging and leaping off into the river while avoiding the island's bees nest. 

The rest of the group gave them a head start and passed them a few hundred yards 
downstream. They didn't seem to mind, having a blast sitting almost waist deep in water 
in the canoe. 

The following afternoon we broke camp and headed back down river to the vehicles. The 
wrecked canoe was towed behind as we double tripped to get the mountain of gear back to 
the vans with one less canoe. 

June 11, 1997

We fully loaded the vans and wrestled the canoes, including the bent and wrecked 
Grumman onto the trailer and headed back up the rutted path. Thankfully it hadn't rained 
much during our trip, so the road remained passable. The vans rocked and the trailer 
strained as we churned back towards the gravel road. 

Steve had learned that one of the road crew lived in an isolated cabin by the river with his 
family, and had made arrangements to return the come along to him on our exit. We found 
what we hoped was the right cabin and knocked on the door. Apart from a barking dog, no 
one was home. 

Steve propped the come along next to the door. We then pulled a couple of trip worn 
banana boxes with excess and unopened non-perishable food out of the van and placed 
them with a thank you note inside the cabin's door. I hope the owner accepted our gift in 
the spirit in which it was intended - and I do hope we had the right cabin by the 
Namekagon! 

The return trip was uneventful, however the vans were so crowded that my youngest spent 
the entire return trip lying on the floor staring at the ceiling! Bob was dropped off at his 
summer lakeside home and the rest of the group returned to the cities arriving at about 
4AM. 

The canoe was of course totaled and sold for scrap. 

I asked my boys what the best thing about this trip had been? They weighed the amazing 
fishing, the thundering water falls, but decided that in the end watching the fathers labor 
on the sunken canoe had provided the most memorable moments. Remember, as my 
Grandfather said, there are no hard jobs, just jobs done with the wrong tools! 

Bryan Whitehead
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